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President's Message:
Hello again. The boys season is underway (I think). I have been
coaching boys golf almost 20 years and this is the worst spring I can
remember. We could complain about the weather but what would that
accomplish? We all need to look forward to the green fairways, warm
temperatures, and the great golf we will see at University Ridge June 2
& 3.
I know that the season is just underway but I hope the varsity coaches
are taking advantage of the new rule that allows you to coach on the
course. My athletes and I have enjoyed the benefits (my team needs a
lot of help). I actually feel like I can coach this year. I have seen more
coaches on the course this year which is something that the WIAA
would like to see. I know the WIAA was concerned about this rule
slowing the pace of play. I think it has helped pace of play. I know it
has helped on rule questions. Again, I hope it has been a good rule
change for you and athletes.
Would you like to have the opportunity to take your team to the
regional tournament practice site without it counting as one of your 14
events? Help us make this happen. On the web site, you will find a
"Regional Practice Site" petition. Please print it off, have your AD
and/or Principal sign it (hopefully support it) and return it to me. We
hopefully can show the WIAA that our local administration is in favor of
this proposal. This proposal will be presented to the WIAA next fall.
It is not too late to sign up for the summer clinic at Northern Bay. The
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registration form is included in this document. Please take advantage
of this opportunity to have a voice in the association business, learn
technique from the "pros" and play a great course. Please help
celebrate our Hall of Fame inductee and Friend of Golf award winners.
We will be losing some of our more experienced board members after
the summer clinic. T.J. Dieck, Marybeth Niehaus, Don Marx and Bill
Berkholtz will all move on to new challenges. Dick Vurnick and Anna
Curtis resigned earlier this year. We have invited Ed Carlson from
Portage, Peggy Gierhart from Madison Edgewood, Bob Mand from
Omro, Bob Sullivan from Big Foot and Ken Barrett from Viterbo
College to join the board. We hope they will bring a new perspective
that will help our association to improve. We all should thank the
outgoing board members for their many years of service.
Please visit our web site at www.whsgca.com for more information
about the Women's Pub Links at Erin Hills. They want to put on a
quality tournament which requires a lot of help. Encourage your
athletes to volunteer. You too!
Enjoy your spring,
John

I-On Optics Laser Rangefinder

The Laser Rangefinder is very simple to use , simply point and shoot.
The unit can get yardages to virtually anything: distances to a tree,
sand trap, a side hill, a golfer playing ahead of you (example: golfers
on the green) and obviously the flag stick. Nothing is required to be on
the flag stick, therefore, you can use this unit on any golf course! The
Rangefinder also has a mode for use in the rain, fog and can be used
by bow hunters to determine distances in the woods. The unit fits
comfortably in one hand. The suggested retail on the Rangefinder is
$199.00 , making this promotion very affordable for the high schools.
Any other questions, please let me know. Pat Mason
Thank you for your interest and support of the I-On Optics Laser
Rangefinder. This company is based out of Germantown, WI and
therefore can service the coaches orders in a prompt manner. I-On
Optics has golf dealers across the state which we could run the orders
through. If a coach has a favorite golf specialty or golf course that they
would like to deal with, we can accommodate this . Please contact Pat
Mason to place an order or for more information. The program pricing
is as follows:
3 units - $375.00 (includes shipping) Net price per unit -$125.00
2 units - $270.00 (includes shipping) Net price per unit -$135.00
1 unit - $145.00 (includes shipping)
Thank you and look forward to doing business with the High School
Association, Pat Mason
262-246-0482-Office
262-366-3141 -Cell
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pmason3144@aol.com
www.I-ONOptics.com

Butch Hiscox
Myron "Butch" Robert Hiscox, Whitewater
July 22, 1948 - February 7, 2008
Myron "Butch" Robert Hiscox, 59, of Whitewater, WI, died Thursday, Feb. 7, 2008, at his home after a brief
illness. Butch began teaching at Fort Atkinson High School in 1989. While pursuing his passion for the game of
golf, Butch was head coach for the Fort Atkinson boys' golf team and started the girls' golf team, serving as head
coach until 2007. Butch served as an assistant coach for the UW-Whitewater Women's golf team and was a
member of the Wisconsin High School Golf Coaches Association. Funeral Services were held on Feb. 12, 2008,
Memorials may be given in Butch's name to establish a scholarship for golf at Fort Atkinson High School.
Web Site Updates
Our website continues to develop thanks to your input and ideas. Please continue to visit www.whsgca.com for
tournament results and to stay informed of the exciting progress that our organization is making. As always, we
welcome your input and want to make this a useful tool for coaches across the state.
Just a few reminders...
1) All State nominations for the boys will be submitted online this year. Our trial during the girls season went
smoothly and we will be ready for your nominations later this spring. We need your help to keep our database
current. The success of this nominating process depends on your input!
Help keep our databases current courses | members | schools
Please view our COURSES, MEMBERS, SCHOOLS pages and let us know of any changes or additions.
2) We would like everybody's help to spread the word to players and families. We need tournament hosts to
encourage website traffic, by emailing us the results. DO NOT MAIL OR FAX RESULTS. It saves you the
effort and encourages parents and players to view our site. We will then post them the same day for golf fans
state wide to view the tournament results.
3) Simply put...get talking! Promote your players, your team, your sport, your passion for this great game! Visit
Wisconsin High School Golf Blog
4) Academic Boys All State application forms for are due by May 15. Please have our best students athletes
gain the recognition they deserve.

Regional / Sectional Hosting
The past few years, we have heard of several complaints about the host course for a regional or sectional or how
the course was set-up for the tournament. We have discussed this with Tom Shafranski at WIAA. I will attempt
to answer some of those concerns.
If you wish to host a regional or sectional, you must first tell you Athletic Director that you wish to host. Unless
the AD fills out the form and submits it to WIAA, you will not get a tournament. The WIAA will assign schools to
host, making every attempt to share the opportunity to all schools. The course, past tournament operation, etc
does not play a role in the selection process. WIAA feels that every school deserves an opportunity to host if
they have that desire.
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We as an association can ask that coaches do the following if they would like to host a regional or sectional
tournament.
1) Please do not request to host a sectional tournament if you do not have a course of sectional quality
available. I think we would all agree that we want our state tournament teams and individuals to be tested at
the sectional level. If you have a nice course but not at sectional level, request to host a regional only.
2) A practice facility should be available for all the athletes to warm up.
3) If you request to host a regional or sectional, please have the manpower to host. We would recommend that
you have a tournament manager on site all day, a starter, at least one person to monitor the course
(hopefully one on each 9), and of course personal to take scores at the conclusion of the tournament. If you
have a course with blind shots or trouble spots, maybe a spotter for those areas.
4) You will need to take the time to read the tournament procedures from the WIAA.
5) We strongly recommend that all courses be set-up at a length of 6400-6500 yards or as close to possible to
that distance. This distance hopefully will be a true test for all golfers of all abilities.
6) Pin placements should also be moderate. 6 easier pins, 6 average and 6 tough pin placements.
We hope coaches will follow the above recommendations so that there is some sense of consistency. Last year
we heard of course being played at 5900 yards when it could have been set-up at 6400 yards. Why would we do
this? Does that host coach have a team of short hitters? This was just one example like this. Golf is a game of
honesty and integrity. We as coaches need to do what is right too.

WIAA Report from Tom Shafranski:
If I can be of assistance, please feel free to call me at (715) 344-8580 or via e-mail at
tshafranski@wiaawi.org.

GOLF INTERPRETATIONS
QUESTION: Can you please review the new coaching regulations including the use of an electronic measuring
device by a coach?
INTERPRETATION: WIAA Golf Coaching Contact regulations now indicates: One designated coach is allowed
to coach during competition. The designated coach may give rule options to their own players anytime, and rule
options to other competitors ONLY when asked by that competitor. The designated coach is not allowed on the
greens or in the bunkers. The person acting as the coach must be under contract with the school as a golf
coach. Players may accept verbal and hand signal advice from their school's designated coach only. Notes,
tees, and other items left behind by teammates and/or coaches are prohibited. Coaches cannot align players
while the player is at address nor delay Pace of Play in any way. Penalty for violation of the coaching rule is two
strokes on first offense and disqualification of player on second offense by same player.
Coaches are allowed to use Electronic Measuring Devices (EMDs) and provide distance information to players.
Spectators are also allowed to have EMDs; however, spectators are not allowed to provide distance information
or other advice to players. Spectators can provide distance and other information to the designated coach. The
designated coach is allowed to relay this information to a player or players if the designated coach wishes to do
so.
QUESTION: Is there a new USGA regulation allowing a player to pick up their ball in a hazard?
INTERPRETATION: Yes, USGA Rule 12-2 has been amended to allow a player to lift his ball for identification in
a hazard. The ball must not be cleaned beyond the extent necessary for identification when lifted.
QUESTION: Is a stone a "moveable obstruction" in a bunker?
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INTERPRETATION: On page 110 of the USGA Rules, 5. Stones in Bunkers indicates, "Stones are, by
definition, loose impediments and, when a player's ball is in a hazard, a stone lying in or touching the hazard may
not be touched or moved (Rule 13-4). However, stones in bunkers may represent a danger to players (a player
could be injured by a stone struck by the player's club in an attempt to play the ball) and they may interfere with
the proper playing of the game."
When permission to lift a stone in a bunker is warranted, the following Local Rule is recommended:
"Stones in bunkers are movable obstructions (Rule 24-1 applies)."
QUESTION: Once a player takes his stance in the bunker, if he accidentally skims the surface of the sand as he
prepares to hit the ball--is this considered grounding? or is there a matter of interpretation between accidentally
touching the sand surface and intentional grounding?
INTERPRETATION: USGA 13-4 a. and b.--Players must not: a. Test the condition of the hazard or any similar
hazard; b. Touch the ground in the hazard or water in the water hazard with his hand or club.
Basically, so long as a player's ball is in a hazard, he/she is not able to touch the sand with their club. If they do,
it is a two-stroke penalty. There are a variety of situations to support this interpretation.
If a player is falling, reaches for a rake, picks up his/her ball to identify it and touches the sand in a hazard, then
there is no penalty.
QUESTION: Can a player take his golf bag into the bunker with him and lay it down?
INTERPRETATION: USGA Rule 13-4 indicates: "Providing nothing is done that constitutes testing the condition
of the hazard or improves the lie of the ball there is no penalty if the player . . . (b) places his clubs in a hazard.
QUESTION: Team A - golfer 1 & 2 are competing vs. Team B
1 & 2 in the 1st foursome and the other golfers from each team are in similar pairings. May the golfers in Team A
give advice concerning club selection since they are teammates (partners) competing with Team B? I have been
given different interpretations of the rule on advice and would prefer that you give me the correct insight into what
this ruling should be.
INTERPRETATION: USGA Rule 8-1 indicates "During a stipulated round, a player must not: (a) give advice to
anyone in the competition playing on the course other than his partner .....
Based upon the information you have provided, it seems the competition you are referring to involved players
having a partner. In these situations, advice is allowed unless directed otherwise.
Please be aware, that during a golf meet, the No. 1 player is not allowed to receive or provide advice to the No.
2, No. 3, No. 4, or No. 5 player and vice versa when partners are not part of the game being played.
QUESTION: With the new coaching rules--coach providing advice in fairway--reading breaks on the greens, etc.
should the host of the meet indicate that pace of play will be enforced rigidly? Without question the coaching in
the fairway will slow down play. Besides the host of the meet--who else can be designated to monitor pace of
play and issue cards?
INTERPRETATION: The best way for the host manager to handle this situation is to keep the first group on
pace with the pace of play schedule provided for that course. This requires all other groups to maintain pace
with that group. In this way, if a group falls more than one hole behind (where Group A finishes a hole and
Group B has not yet reached the teeing area--for par 4 or par 5 holes) then a warning can be given to that
group. Once the group that was issued the warning catches up, the warning can be removed.
WIAA Season Regulations specify the host manager is responsible for marking cards. The host school is also
responsible for determining an appropriate length of time to play a course. The host school is allowed to identify
other personnel, including visiting coaches to assist with the monitoring of pace of play. However, it is the host
manager who is responsible for giving out warnings and penalties for pace of play.
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Additional information regarding Pace of Play issues and situations can be found on the WIAA School Center in
the Boy's Golf section.

QUESTION: Why can't high school golf teams use measuring devices (Sky Caddie)? Since they play by the
USGA rules which now accepts them shouldn't they be acceptable? They are also acceptable in almost all other
tournaments.
INTERPRETATION: The WIAA Board of Control reviewed the use of Electronic Measuring Devices (EMDs). In
reviewing this matter, the BOC determined EMDs should not be allowed to be used during high school golf
meets by golfers as
the cost for these devices was simply to high. This cost would allow some golfers to be able to afford EMDs
while others would not be able to do so.
Coaches have been afforded the opportunity to use electronic measuring devices and relay information to their
players. Spectators are also allowed to use electronic measuring devices, but may only relay
information/distances to the coach. During a meet, they may not provide this information directly to the players.
Once the coach is provided information from a spectator/parent, he/she can determine whether or not
they wish to provide it to the player.
QUESTION: If a club has a shaft that has been slightly bent through normal use i.e. thousands of shots....... is
it considered to be non-conforming? The end of the shaft has about a 2 -3 degree bend to it. The club was not
damaged or deliberately altered, it has just simply been slightly angled over time. It is only noticeable if looking
down the shaft and you know what you are looking for. There is no chink in the metal just a slight bending of the
club the last 6-8 inches of the shaft.
What makes a club non -conforming by WIAA standards and are they governed by the WIAA or the WSGA ?
INTERPRETATION: Both the WIAA and the WSGA have been very liberal in their application of regulations
towards conforming clubs. This philosophy has been developed in order to promote the game of golf with high
school aged players. Many of whom are not able to regularly afford new clubs. Often sets of clubs high school
aged players use are hand-me-downs, borrowed clubs and/or various types of clubs.
With that being said, the only club the WIAA and the WSGA have deemed to be nonconforming is the diamondfaced wedge, which puts an extreme amount of spin on the ball no matter how it is hit. A club with a bend is
considered to be conforming--just try to help the player be certain it is not going to break on him/her. Other than
the diamond-shaped wedge, no other clubs have been found to be nonconforming.
QUESTION: A player hit a tee shot down the center of the fairway. When the group goes towards their tee
shots, this players ball is not found. It is apparent the ball has plugged in the fairway somewhere; however, the
group is not able to find the ball. No local rule for embedded ball has been approved by the committee. How
does the player proceed?
INTERPRETATION: USGA Rule 25-1c-generally speaking, this rule indicates that when the ball can not be
found, there is not a local rule in place and when the area a player has hit into is not casual water or ground
under repair, then the player must proceed under Rule 27-1 which requires the player to identify this as a lost ball
situation. This requires a two-stroke penalty and the player to return to the tee unless a provisional ball has been
played.
QUESTION: A player hits a ball where he/she is not able to see it. The player hits a second shot into the same
area; however, does not identify either of the balls to the other players in the group.
When the group gathers to search for this player's balls, they are able to locate both balls; however, the player is
not able to determine which ball is the original. How does the player proceed?
INTERPRETATION: USGA Situation 27/11-Solution 4 indicates: "One could argue that both balls are lost.
However, it would be inequitable to require the player to return to the tee, playing 5, when the player has found
both balls but does not know which is the original and which the provisional. Accordingly, the player must select
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one of the balls, treat it as his provisional ball and abandon the other."
QUESTION: A JV golf meet hosted by us, Luxemburg-Casco, was originally scheduled for May 14, 2008 well
before the season started. However, this week (April 7, 2008) we were told by our home course that we had to
move the meet because the course will be closed for aeration. The only date available is May 23, which is after
the tournament series has begun. My question is "Is this
acceptable by regulation 6c?" (No meet may be scheduled, but may be rescheduled if postponed, after any of
the schools involved have begun WIAA tournament series competition). My thought is that this is acceptable
because it is being rescheduled after the season started and it is being postponed because the course will be
closed that day.
INTERPRETATION: WIAA Spring Season Regulations, page 13, 6., c., does indicate: "No meet may be
scheduled (but may be rescheduled if postponed) after any of the schools involved have begun WIAA
tournament series competition."
This has included JV competitions. You are allowed to reschedule these meets following the start of the WIAA
tournament series so long as local school administrators also approve of this schedule.

WHSGCA Spring Board Meeting Minutes
Wisconsin Golf Coach Association
Spring Board Meeting - Friday March 10th Thunder Bay Grille - Pewaukee
Present
John Lonergan, Jerry Allen, Brian Scrobel, Roger Prickette, Dave Blake, Jerry Allen, Bob Lehninger, Mark
Johnson, Tony Pritchard, Garth Gerstenberger, Mark Rechlicz, Chuck Menzel, Dick Kyes, Ed Carlson (NEW),
Bob Mand (NEW), Bob Sullivan (NEW), Berk
Not Present
TJ Dieck, Dick McKichan, Don Marx, Jeremy Schlitz, Andrea Wieland, Peggy Gierhart (NEW)
- 7:03 Call to order
- Approval of the Fall minutes
Bob Motion: Jerry 2nd 16 Y-0 N
- Board of Directors: There are 4 new members to the board.
Ed Carlson - Membership
Bob Sullivan - Academic All State
Bob Mand Peggy Gierhart - In an attempt to share more of the duties, all new board members will be asked to take leaderships roles in
some of the committees.
Berk motion: Jerry 2nd 16 Y - 0 N
- Membership Report (Mark) - We are still down this year - 223. We would like it to be around 350. Coaches
should step up and talk to the other coaches in your areas. Mark sent an email to all non-members and many of
them were returned as SPAM. Tony and our IT guy are going to work on that issue. The membership list was
emailed to Tony and it is now posted on the WEB SITE. The membership starts every fall (August 1st to July
31st) and concludes at the summer clinic.
Try to get all of the coaches on the Staff
Take to all of the coaches in your area
If you miss the MAY 15 deadline and you still want to nominate a player for all state or join the summer clinic, you
MUST pay for this year AND next year.
Have Tom talk about the WHSGCA in the WIAA On line rules video.
Berk motion: Jerry 2nd 16 Y - 0 N
- Web Site Report (Tony Pritchard) - The WEB Site has made some MAJOR improvements. There are a number
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of new tools to use. Tony and John (and the IT Tech) have put in hours and hours of work to make the site user
friendly and really start to get our hits up (web traffic). Tony is also working on getting all forms to be web based
and sent (emailed) right to the chair with tools (error message) in place to make sure all forms are complete.
Tony is updating the schools/and courses daily. All (most 99%) of the girls all state was done online. Most forms
are ready to use. Looking into paypal and golf blog.
Berk motion: Jerry 2nd 16 Y - 0 N
- Treasurers Report (TJ) - No report at this time. Andrea in working on the budget. There is a by-law change with
the budget.
Berk motion: Jerry 2nd 16 Y - 0 N
- Awards (Jerry) - Hall of fame looks great! Great work John.
John is going to mail all of the old awards back to those coaches.
Tony Motion: Brian 2nd 16Y - 0 N
- Spring Clinic (Dave & Bob) - Everything is set. State Fair Park 8:30. All of the speakers are set PAT GORMAN
for 2 hours. The WSGA / WIAA rules will be after lunch. We will get feedback and see if the new changes are
well liked. The numbers are down for the 2nd year in a row. We need to find out why??? Is it the date, the
location??? Wait until next year and we will make changes if we have to.
Berk motion: Jerry 2nd 16 Y - 0 N
- Summer Clinic (Dave and Garth) - Everything is set for Northern Bay. We are @ 80 golfers. It is going to be a
great clinic. Mark is going to talk with the PRO to set up the clinic. Dave Blake is setting up the tee gift. All golfers
are going to get a NIKE shirt.
Berk motion: Jerry 2nd 16 Y - 0 N
- WIAA Report (John) - By now, hopefully all coaches know that we now can coach our athletes on the course.
We have hoped for this rule changed. We now have it, we better use it. We can coach our athletes anywhere on
the course except the green, bunker and when the golfer is at address. The same rules apply to non-varsity.
Division 2 & 3 will now be advancing 4 schools from regional to sectional instead of 3.
Both these rule changes go into effect during the 2008 boys season.
A change in tee times may take place at the state tournament next fall for the girls. It avoid a long delay for
Division I girls after the front nine, Tom will move the individuals from Div. I to the other nine. This will make
players on both nines about equal. This is still being discussed and Tom S. wanted our input. We think it is the
best option.
- Hall of Fame / Friends of Golf (Dick) - Awards will be announced @ the summer clinic. More information will be
given @ that time. There is one new hall of fame coach and 5 friends of golf.
Berk motion: Tony 2nd 16 Y - 0 N
- Bylaws (John) - We have cleaned up the current by-laws and updated them. We are looking at placing them on
the web site. There was a change so the president and the treasurer could OK an emergency expense w/out a
board vote.
Berk motion: Roger 2nd 15Y - 1 N
- New Business (John) - We would like to see our partnership with impact Sports grow, look into placing an order
with them. Erin Hills is going to host the 2008 US pub links, 2011 US AM and (we hope) the 2017 US OPEN.
Look for your chances to volunteer.
Berk motion: Jerry 2nd 16 Y - 0 N
Meeting adjourned 10:23
Minutes submitted by Brian Scrobel

Summer Clinic Registration Form
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Summer Clinic2008
The Wisconsin High School Golf Coach Association's 22nd Annual Summer Golf
Meeting, Clinic and Tournament are going to be held on Tuesday, June 24th
2008. This year's clinic will be held at the beautiful Northern Bay Golf Course
near Wisconsin Dells.
Northern Bay #3 pits you against the 16th at Augusta on Sunday to win the
Masters. Northern Bay #10 will have you believing you are in Ponte Vedra,
Florida standing on the tee of the famous island green at the TPC at Sawgrass; a
Par 3, 146 yards, with nothing but water between you and the green. Just when
you think you're home free, you step up to the 18th, the famous finishing hole at
Arnie's course, the Bay Hill Club. This is probably the finest finishing hole in all
of golf. This isn't a golf course you want to play... It's a golf course you NEED to
play! www.northernbayresort.com
Each Registered Coach will receive a Nike Golf Shirt!
Entries to this event are limited to the first 120 members of the WHSGCA who
complete and return this form ASAP. The summer clinic fills up quickly, so get
your registration in today.
Registration Form
Name

School

Home Address
Home Phone

City

Zip

Handicap or Average 18 Score

Shirt Size: Women; Sm - Med - Lar Men; Sm - Med - Lar - X Lar - XX Lar
Cost:

$125.00 18 holes riding

- Make checks payable to: Wisconsin High School Golf Coach Association
- You must have your association dues paid to Mark Johnson (membership
chair) prior to registration
Send Registration to:

Summer Golf Clinic
C/O Garth Gerstenberger
N11181 Clear Lake Road.

player 1
player 2
player 3
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player 4

The 22nd Annual Wisconsin High School
Golf Coach Association
Meeting, Clinic and Tournament
Tuesday, June 24th 2008

Northern Bay
Program
8:30 - 9:00
9:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 12:45
12:45 - shotgun

Registration
Annual Meeting
PGA Clinic
Box Lunch and Range Balls
Golf Tournament

Entry Fee
$125.00 18 holes with cart included.
Includes: clinic, Nike Golf Shirt, breakfast, lunch, 18 holes, and event prizes.
Reservations
Entries to this event are limited to the first 120 active members of the WHSGCA
who complete and return the entry blank with payment ASAP.
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